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Site 

Here, the Braided Field is a 2,000-m2 public art piece made in May 2016 in a busy 

park in Eugene, Oregon. Two other braided fields were rendered in the summer 

of 2015, one in a pasture in Pennsylvania and one in a hayfield in Wisconsin. The 

three installations, while similar in material and process, each take on distinct 

meaning from the context within which each was completed.

Purpose

The Braided Fields reconsider the pastoral aesthetic that dominates American 

suburban, rural, and park landscapes; a bucolic landscape of rolling hills dotted 

with livestock, set against a forested backdrop. This ideal has little to do with the 

present lives of most ordinary urban people. There is a contradiction between 

the rural happiness of the pastoral and the reality of America as a productive 

industrial power. Leo Marx, in his book The Machine in the Garden, calls for the 

avoidance of sentimental versions of the pastoral ideal. By crafting a braid, a sig-

nifier of beauty, care, and cultivation, on the already aestheticized landscape of 

the meadow, I seek to highlight the disconnect between the ideal and the real.

Methods, materials, process

Ground and grass are the materials of the braided landscape. Stooped like an agri-

cultural worker, I worked on each project for up to fifty hours braiding the meadow 

grasses. The action of braiding is solitary and cumulative. Each braid remains con-

nected to the ground in the continuous rhythm of pulling new grasses into each 

plait. The structure of the braids is determined by the length and strength of the 

grasses and by the interplay between light, shadows, and the texture they create. 

The urge to braid was prompted by a desire to reframe the field (the pastoral) 

by working it with my hands. The act of braiding reanimates the field, changing it 

from backdrop to site of aesthetic activity; the field becomes art.

A burgeoning parterre and a narrative of the work between an individual, the 

grass, and the ground emerges. For the artist, like a gardener or farm labourer, 

the physical and temporal nature of working a field provides a surprising intimacy 

with the complexities and contradictions of landscape. The Braided Field arises 

as an anomaly of light, shadows, and lines, possibly serving a productive purpose 

(speculation I heard while braiding included pollination, cultivation, or a special 

gardening technique), or read as art. It involves no drawing, but relies on what 

the ground, grass, and aspect of the sun can yield.
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Each braid climbs up and descends down repeatedly in continuous waves.  
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The interplay between the ground and grasses yields a variable topography.
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The braids remain connected to the ground by the continuous rhythm  
of pulling new grasses into each plait, like a girl’s French braid.




